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Abstract. Increasingly large datasets make scalable and distributed data analytics
necessary. Frameworks such as Spark and Flink help users in efficiently utilizing
cluster resources for their data analytics jobs. It is, however, usually difficult to anticipate the runtime behavior and resource demands of these distributed data analytics jobs. Yet, many resource management decisions would benefit from such
information.
Addressing this general problem, this chapter presents our vision of adaptive resource management and reviews recent work in this area. The key idea is that workloads should be monitored for trends, patterns, and recurring jobs. These monitoring statistics should be analyzed and used for a cluster resource management calibrated to the actual workload. In this chapter, we motivate and present the idea
of adaptive resource management. We also introduce a general system architecture
and we review specific adaptive techniques for data placement, resource allocation,
and job scheduling in the context of our architecture.
Keywords. Scalable Data Analytics, Resource Management, Distributed Dataflows,
Distributed File Systems, Performance Modeling

1. Introduction
Businesses and the sciences have to manage and analyze increasingly large datasets. For
this, distributed systems and more specifically distributed dataflow systems are used.
Prominent examples include MapReduce [1], Spark [2], Flink [3], and Dataflow [4].
These systems help users in efficiently utilizing clusters of computers for their data analytics tasks. Users assemble programs by connecting operators, selected from a set of
predefined data transformations, to form dataflow graphs. Users configure these operators and provide sequential user code. Distributed dataflow systems then automatically
parallelize and distribute operators across workers. Consequently, distributed instances
of operators process large datasets in parallel, which are usually stored in a distributed
file system such as HDFS [5]. In these systems, datasets are split into series of data
blocks with multiple replicas stored on different commodity nodes. Replication and file
splitting can increase the performance of distributed dataflow systems, because operators
can access and process parts of the datasets in parallel stored on different nodes. Analytical clusters typically run a resource management system like YARN [6] or Mesos [7]
to support multiple concurrent jobs and users. Each single job is provided with a share
of the cluster. Usually a job receives a number of homogeneous containers, each rep-

resenting an amount of reserved resources. Containers run on specific nodes. Multiple
containers can be scheduled onto the same node and then share the available resources.
That is, while containers can provide resource isolation, they often do not. The resource
management system usually runs co-located with a distributed file system, so that jobs
can potentially have local access to their input data.
Distributed dataflow jobs can exhibit significantly different runtime behavior. Some
jobs require mainly compute resources, others are predominantly constrained by network
capacities or disk performance. Therefore, some jobs benefit hugely from locally accessible input files, others less so. There are also considerable differences in how much a job’s
performance is improved by using more compute resources. For example, a job that is
mainly constrained by network throughput, not by available compute resources in terms
of CPU cores and main memory, will not speed-up significantly by scaling the job to
more nodes. Yet, it is difficult to statically infer a job’s runtime behavior from programs,
available information on input data, and resource specifications. First, the performance of
distributed jobs depends on many factors, including for example user code, complex task
dependencies, program parameters, system configurations, hardware resources, dataset
characteristics, and data locality. Second, some of this information such as, for example,
information on data skew is often not even available when data is processed ad-hocly
from distributed file systems.
At the same time many jobs are recurring [8,9,10,11]. These jobs are typically scheduled batch jobs, running on a daily or weekly basis. They are also often executed repeatedly on only updated or at least similar datasets. For example, up to 60% of the
jobs running on the larger analytics clusters at Microsoft are recurring [11]. Other studies report 40.32% of the jobs as well as 39.71% of the cluster hours to be recurring
production jobs [9]. This presents an opportunity to learn workload characteristics as
well as the runtime behavior of specific jobs on production clusters over time. Runtime
statistics aggregated into workload profiles can then be incorporated into resource management to co-locate, for example, jobs with complimentary resource demands or place
datasets on exactly as many nodes as are subsequently used for processing. Moreover,
users often have specific performance demands, for example due to Service Level Objectives (SLOs). As it is difficult for users to estimate runtime performance, currently
users tend to overprovision heavily to ensure minimal performance goals. This, however,
leads to low overall cluster utilization and unnecessarily high operational costs [12,13].
Instead of having users essentially guess necessary resources, runtime statistics allow to
model a job’s scale-out behavior and allocate resources based on prediction models.
This chapter presents our vision of adaptive resource management for distributed
data analytics. After presenting the central idea, we introduce a general architecture that
comprises the main components of adaptive resource management: data placement, resource allocation, and job scheduling. Finally, we review and discuss existing work in
these areas in context of our vision and architecture.
Outline. The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
some background on distributed data analytics. Section 3 presents the idea of adaptive
resource management. Section 4 introduces a general architecture for adaptive resource
management. The following three sections review existing adaptive approaches in the
areas of data placement (Section 5), resource allocation (Section 6), and job scheduling
(Section 7). Section 8 concludes this chapter.

2. Background and Related Work
This section describes how large datasets can be stored in a cluster using distributed file
systems. Afterwards, we describe distributed dataflow systems and how they help users
write massively-parallel jobs. Finally, we summarize how resource management systems
enable the use of multiple such dataflow systems in shared cluster environments.
2.1. Distributed File Systems
Distributed file systems handle large datasets by splitting them into small blocks. These
blocks are distributed among a set of machines in a cluster. To cope with failures, typically, each block is replicated and redundantly stored on a few nodes. If a node stops
working unexpectedly, then each block should still be available on other nodes. Figure 1
depicts how a large file is split into multiple blocks and distributed among nodes.
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Figure 1. Saving a large file in a distributed file system.

When a machine wants to read parts of a file that are not locally available, then these
parts must be transferred from a remote machine over the network. However, accessing
file blocks that are locally available is in general significantly faster than fetching blocks
from remote machines. This is known as data locality and is crucial for obtaining high
performance [14].
Google File System (GFS) [15] and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [5] are
optimized for distributed data processing. That is, they focus primarily on very large files
and high throughput for sequential reads and writes. Both file systems utilize a single
master node that handles the metadata and coordinates data storing as well as data access.
Ceph [16] is a distributed file systems that provides a near-POSIX file system interface
for its clients. The file system manages metadata using a distributed metadata cluster
to improve scalability. GlusterFS [17] provides a fully POSIX-compliant distributed file
system. It does not maintain any metadata servers. Instead, data is located algorithmically
using an elastic hashing algorithm. Tachyon [18] is an in-memory distributed file system.
As such, it provides high read and write performance for data-local tasks. Tachyon does
not rely on replication for fault tolerance. Instead, lineage data is used to recompute lost
datasets. In addition, a checkpointing algorithm is used to provide an upper bound for
the time necessary to recompute data.

2.2. Distributed Dataflow Systems
Distributed dataflow frameworks help users develop distributed applications. Generally,
they provide the users with predefined operators known from functional programming
such as map and reduce. Users supply these operators with sequential code and connect
them to form a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where edges represent the dataflow. After
deploying a distributed dataflow system, users can submit dataflow graphs as jobs. The
framework then takes care of parallelizing and distributing the jobs. For this, the framework translates the dataflow graph of a job into a task graph where each task is a dataparallel instance of an operator. Each of these task instances processes a split of the data.
The splits are obtained by either reading data from a distributed file system or as the output from predecessor tasks. Figure 2 shows an example task graph for a word count job.
The amount of parallel instances of an operator is called the degree of parallelism (DoP).
Users can either manually configure the DoP or let the framework decide. Typically, the
framework assigns tasks a DoP equal to the amount of cores available to the framework.
For example, in Figure 2 the DoP for the map tasks is set to 2, while the reduce stage has
a DoP of 3.
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Figure 2. An exemplary task graph for a word count job.

MapReduce [1] introduced a programming and an execution model based on the two
operators map and reduce. Both operators are supplied user-defined functions (UDFs).
The map function reads key-value pairs in a data-parallel manner and transforms them
into an intermediate list of mapped key-value pairs. Afterwards, the reduce function processes this intermediate list and merges all values with the same key into a list of reduced
values. Intermediate data is stored to disk for fault tolerance in-between all stages of map
and reduce tasks.
Dryad [19] and Nephele [20] allow users to express their distributed jobs by constructing arbitrary DAGs. The Stratosphere platform [21] extends Nephele with rich
second-order functions [22], higher-level scripting language [23], dataflow optimization
techniques [24,25], as well as native support for bulk and incremental iterations [26].
SCOPE [27,28] is based on a system similar to Dryad and features a DAG-based dataflow
system with support for UDFs, an SQL-like scripting language, as well as automatic and
continuous query optimizations [29,30,31,9].
Spark [2] also provides the user with a rich set of second-order functions. The system
relies on Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) [32] to efficiently execute iterative and
interactive jobs. RDDs implement fault tolerance using lineage. This can speed up distributed computation significantly, compared to checkpointing intermediate data to disk.
Spark also provides higher-level programming abstractions, including for processing relational data, in which case Spark also optimizes query plans automatically [33,34]. The
D-Stream model [35] extends Spark with streaming capabilities by using micro-batches.

Flink [3], which originated from Stratosphere, implements a unified engine for stream
and batch processing. While batch computations use the same streaming engine, Flink
provides special treatment to the batch case. This includes distinct query optimizations
and implementations of second-order functions. Flink implements fault tolerance by periodically taking snapshots of the operators’ state. Google’s Dataflow Model [4] presents
a set of concepts and core principles for dataflow systems in the context of unbounded,
unordered data streams.
Given the amount of different dataflow systems, Tez [36] has emerged. Tez is a
framework that provides a reusable set of building blocks to implement DAG-oriented
dataflow systems.
2.3. Resource Management Systems
Resource management systems enable a single cluster to host different dataflow frameworks and run jobs from different users simultaneously. This way, they can improve cluster utilizations. The systems abstract the resources of a cluster with the notion of containers. A container might represent, for example, the number of cores and the amount
of memory. Users then make reservations in terms of containers and resource managers
schedule containers on nodes. Machines can be assigned one or multiple such containers, depending on their capacities and the size of containers. Some resource management
systems also provide performance and security isolation for their containers.
Figure 3 visualizes the general idea behind resource management systems. In this
example, the resource manager maintains two nodes where each node is assigned four
containers. Clients execute applications by submitting jobs to the resource manager. The
resource manager assigns each client four containers and starts the framework’s master process in one of these containers. Subsequently, the framework can schedule and
execute the worker processes on the remaining three containers.
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Figure 3. Cluster administration with resource management systems.

With resource managers, dataflow frameworks can run on a per-job basis. During job
submission, the dataflow systems is automatically deployed on the reserved containers.
After the job finishes, the dataflow system tears down. Resource managers can, however,
also support longer sessions when users want to run multiple jobs on the same or related

data. Such long-running sessions are, for example, useful for interactive analysis, when
multiple adhoc jobs are formulated and executed to examine the same dataset.
Mesos [7] is a resource manager that implements an offer-based resource assignment. Dataflow frameworks register designated scheduler applications that get notified when resources are available. A scheduler can accept or reject resource offers.
Omega [37] is based on a lock-free protocol where all participating distributed schedulers can operate in parallel. All schedulers in Omega have full knowledge of the cluster
state by holding a copy of the shared state. Acquiring resources is based on optimistic
concurrency. Schedulers transactionally update the shared state and rollback when collisions are detected. YARN [6] utilizes a centralized design where a single resource manager keeps track of the cluster’s state and handles resource requests. Users submit their
jobs to the resource manager. When enough resources are available, the resource manager starts the job’s master process for the given job. This application master typically
hosts the central management unit of the dataflow framework. The dataflow framework
then takes care of acquiring containers from the resource manager as well as scheduling
and executing the actual job. Apollo [38] is a resource manager where each scheduler has
access to the global cluster state. When a task is scheduled, it is put into the task queue of
the respective node. Each node maintains a wait-time matrix that estimates when specific
resource configuration will be available given the tasks in the queue. The job schedulers
combine this matrix with other factors like data locality and task priority when making
scheduling decisions. Similar to Omega, Apollo relies on optimistic concurrency control.
However, Apollo features a late collision resolution where task assignments are checked
after they are already put into the queue. Borg [39] uses a centralized resource manager that is replicated to achieve high availability. Submitted jobs are put into a pending
queue. The scheduling components use the shared cluster state to process the job queue
asynchronously and inform the master about task assignments. Optimistic concurrency
is employed as the master rechecks the assignments.

3. Adaptive Resource Management
The central idea of adaptive resource management is to monitor a cluster and learn its
workload characteristics over time.
Distributed dataflow jobs have significantly different resource requirements and runtime behavior. At the same time, production workloads often contain recurring jobs.
Moreover, users tend to have specific performance goals specifically for these scheduled
batch jobs. That is, a workload can also consist of largely similar jobs. For example,
a production workload could consist of mainly I/O-heavy relational queries or mostly
CPU-intensive machine learning algorithms. This information can be inferred from monitoring both applications and cluster resources. On the other hand, when specific jobs are
executed repeatedly, for instance as daily scheduled batch jobs on continuously updated
datasets, fine-grained monitoring allows to gather detailed statistics on the runtime behavior of these specific recurring jobs. Using this information resource management can
adapt to the overall characteristics of a cluster workload as well as incorporate knowledge
on particular jobs.
The general idea is depicted in Figure 4. Currently running data analytics jobs are
monitored to obtain runtime statistics for these jobs. These statistics are analyzed to
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Figure 4. General idea behind adaptive resource management.

create profiles that model both the entire workload and specific jobs. These profiles are
then incorporated into resource management decisions: placing data, allocating resources
to jobs, as well as scheduling jobs to the cluster and on to particular cluster resources.
Fine-grained monitoring of applications and cluster resources can, for example, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the runtimes of jobs and individual job stages,
input data sizes,
input data locality,
convergence of active intermediate datasets in iterative jobs,
failure rates,
resource reservations,
and detailed statistics on resource utilization.

These runtime statistics can be stored in a database for a cluster, providing historic
workload data. Such data allows to create models of, for example, the impact of data
locality on jobs, the scale-out behavior of jobs, and interference between co-located jobs.
These models then allow to, for instance, give jobs that are highly sensitive to data locality priority over other jobs, when placing their containers in large clusters. Further, scaleout models can be used for automatic resource allocation, so that users explicitly state
their runtime targets, instead of having to essentially guess adequate sets of resources for
their goals. Models of job interference in turn allow to co-locate containers of jobs with
complimentary resource demands and little interference. Besides modeling single jobs,
it is also possible to model the entire workload, assuming it consists of similar jobs, or
to cluster and classify jobs into a finite number of job classes. This allows to favor, for
example, for workloads with lots of communication in general compact scheduling of
job containers onto as few nodes as possible. In contrast, workloads that scale well could
be scattered more across nodes.

4. System Architecture
This section describes our general system architecture for an adaptive resource management for distributed data analytics.
Figure 5 shows an overview of the proposed architecture. The system follows a master/worker paradigm, where the master node manages a number of worker nodes. The
master node typically provides container scheduling and data block scheduling functionality. The worker nodes form the execution platform for the data analytics jobs.
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Figure 5. System architecture for adaptive resource management.

Containers provide data analytics jobs with compute resources such as CPU and
memory. Containers are scheduled by a cluster resource manager. Datasets are stored
in a distributed file system, which splits the dataset into series of replicated data blocks
and distributes these across the worker nodes. Execution containers and distributed file
system are often running co-located on all worker nodes to allow local data access. The
idea of executing tasks on nodes where the input data can be accessed locally is called
data locality.
Additionally, the system consists of a monitoring layer that provides container-level
job monitoring of data analytics jobs. Specifically, this system tracks resource utilization
associated with specific execution containers. The monitoring layer also observes application and data access logs to identify data access patterns for adaptive management of
data placement. All monitoring data is stored in a workload repository that enables and
provides input for our proposed adaptive resource management components. For example, the resource allocation component uses job resource utilization and runtimes of the
past for automatic resource allocation according to users’ performance targets. Different
components of adaptive resource management are discussed in the following sections in
more detail.

5. Data Placement
Distributed file systems such as HDFS [5] have become the de facto storage type for
storing and accessing large amounts of data for analytical tasks. In these systems, input
files are split into series of data blocks with multiple replicas stored on different data
storage nodes. Besides scalability and fault tolerance, replication and file splitting can
increase the performance of distributed dataflow engines, because tasks can access and
process parts of the data stored on different nodes in parallel. However, the decoupling
of storage and processing can also increase communication overhead if, for instance, the
processing task is not directly scheduled on the node where the input data block relies
on. In this case, the data block has to be transferred through the network to the node
executing the processing task. Especially in large data analytic clusters that comprise of
hundreds or thousands of nodes, storing a large number of different files and running
many different jobs at the same time, the input data and execution container can be likely
distributed on different nodes. Additionally, data-intensive jobs that, for instance, join
or merge two or more files require a lot of network resources, because the related data
blocks are likely not stored on the same set of nodes. Therefore, effective data placement
is important in order to minimize the communication costs of data-intensive jobs. Recent
work on data placement in data analytic clusters can be categorized in proactive data
placement and active data placement.
The objective of proactive data placement is to place data blocks on desired nodes
when it is loaded into the file system and afterwards schedule job executions on these
nodes. Examples are recurring jobs, in which data is loaded from another system into
the data analytic clusters and afterwards a data processing job is triggered on the new
dataset. Examples can be found in click stream log analysis [40] or Surveillance Video
Processing [41]. Coral [40] introduces a data and compute placement framework that
jointly optimizes the location of data and tasks. It places input data and later tasks on a
small number of racks to reduce the load on the often oversubscribed core network and
to improve data locality. CoHadoop [42] enables the co-location of related files and their
data blocks on the same set of data nodes based on a user-defined property. Therefore,
the user or administrator has to tag which files are related and should be co-located. The
first file and its data blocks are distributed with the default data placement scheduling
approach. For the second, CoHadoop places the data blocks on the same set of nodes like
the previous file. CoHadoop focuses on technical issues and leaves the task of tagging
related files to the users. It furthermore does not take data locality into account. Golab et
al. [43] automate the data placement process by proposing graph partitioning algorithms
for computing nearly optimal data placement strategies for a given job. The objective is
to decide where to store the data and where to place the tasks to minimize data communication costs. In contrast to CoHadoop, the workload must be known in advance.
Additionally, they do not take care of parallel execution of tasks, which is an important
feature of scalable data flow systems. CoLoc [44] works similar to CoHadoop. However,
it focuses on recurring jobs and shared data-analytic cluster environments. The user has
to annotate related files and can optionally specify the number of nodes to store these
files on. The pool of data nodes is selected when the first file comes in. The second file
and further ones are placed on the same set or subset of nodes. Additionally, CoLoc gives
scheduling options to the container scheduler, where the input data is stored, and thus
processing frameworks can benefit from high data locality and reduce communication
overhead.

The objective in active data placement is to move and change the number of
data block replications while files are already residing in the distributed file system. Techniques like Scarlett [45], ERMS (Elastic Replica Management System) [46],
DARE (Adaptive Data Replication) [47], and the solution proposed by Bui et al. [48] use
file system logs and application access patterns to increase and decrease the data replication factor dynamically in order to reduce job runtimes. Replications are spread across
the whole cluster to avoid hot spots and increase the chance of high degrees of data locality. The replication factor of each file is derived from historical logs. One drawback
of these techniques is the additional network communication and storage overhead for
dynamic replication.

6. Resource Allocation
With basic resource management systems users typically specify the number and size
of containers to be used for their distributed analytics jobs. However, estimating the resource demands and performance of such jobs is difficult [49,50,11,51]. This is due to
the many factors involved such as complex task dependencies, user code, dataset characteristics, virtualization, and hardware resources. For this reason, a lot of work has focused on modeling job performance, dataflow runtime prediction, and resource allocation based on prediction models. Moreover, dynamic scaling can be used to adaptively
allocate resources to approach user-defined performance targets at runtime and to address
the inherent variance in job performance. These solutions typically require users to explicitly provide their performance goals besides programs and input parameters. Models
for resource allocations are then typically build offline, either from previous executions
of a job or from isolated profiling runs, yet may also be refined during the execution of
a job. Systems then allocate the smallest or least expensive set of resources predicted to
meet the performance goals. Some systems also infer performance goals from historic
data or simply allocate as many resources as usable by a job, which is referred to as a
job’s resource skyline.
Many systems for automatic resource allocation use a white-box model of a particular dataflow engine. These include Aria [8,52], Elastisizer [53], AROMA [49], and
Bazaar [50], which all model the performance of MapReduce jobs. Aria and Bazaar
both use short sample runs to profile jobs for their MapReduce performance models.
Aria automatically sets the DoP based on its model, while Bazaar sets the number of
required instances and network bandwidth. Elastisizer also models MapReduce job performance based on detailed profiling information. It then simulates job executions given
a user’s specification of available resource types and system configurations, so users can
see estimates of runtimes and costs before allocating resources. AROMA creates a distinct number of performance models to be used for allocating resources and configuring
frameworks by clustering all previous executions. AROMA then performs short profiling runs with incoming jobs and matches them to one of the clusters. Jockey [10] also
requires detailed statistics such as operator selectivity for its framework-specific performance model, yet was built for SCOPE, not MapReduce. Jockey furthermore monitors
job performance at runtime and dynamically scales parallelism as well as resource usage
to mitigate unexpected runtime behavior and variance. OptEx [54] estimates the runtime
of Spark jobs given the size of the input data, the number of iterations, and the number of

nodes. OptEx has developers categorize jobs into distinct application classes and select a
representative job per category. OptEx then creates a profile per job category by running
the representative job. Each of these profile is then used to extrapolate from short sample
runs on a single node to larger scales for jobs of the category.
In-between black-box and white-box approaches is PerfOrator [51]. PerfOrator first
executes a set of pre-defined queries to model different hardware resources. It then uses
profiling runs for modeling jobs and takes as another input a model of the analytical
framework. PerfOrator currently supports Hadoop MapReduce and Tez, but these models
can be extended to describe the parallelism of other distributed dataflow frameworks.
PerfOrator requires more information than many black-box systems such as runtimes
and CPU cycles spent processing for each stage measured in profiling runs. PerfOrator
is, however, then able to make predictions for job runtimes and resource skylines on
different hardware resources.
Black-box approaches to performance modeling allow to allocate resources for different dataflow systems. Solutions typically only require job runtimes and potentially
resource utilization statistics as input, yet no framework-specific instrumentation data.
Quasar [13] is a resource management system that jointly performs allocation and assignment of resources. For allocation, Quasar matches profiling data of jobs to distinct
classes using collaborative filtering. Quasar then selects among heterogenous hardware
for jobs based on user-provided performance constraints. At runtime, Quasar monitors
job performance and, if necessary, re-classifies jobs and adjusts resource allocations dynamically. Ernest [55] fits samples to a simple model of distributed computation using regression. To train these models effectively using dedicated isolated profiling runs, Ernest
applies methods for optimal experiment design [56]. Bell [57] is similar to Ernest in that
it also uses regression to fit a function to a model for available samples. Bell, however,
uses either a parametric model or nonparametric regression and automatically selects between these two methods using cross-validation. Bell models the performance of recurring jobs based on previous executions. Automatic model selection thereby allows Bell to
use a robust parametric model for sparse training data and extrapolation, while nonparametric regression is used for interpolation tasks and dense training data, allowing Bell
to model arbitrary scale-out behavior. Morpheus [11] is a system for resource allocation
and scheduling of periodically running jobs. Morpheus infers deadlines for these repeatedly scheduled batch jobs from logs. It then uses resource utilization data from previous
executions of these jobs to infer the maximal usable resources for the jobs, assuming
overprovisioning by users. Consequently, Morpheus allocates these resource skylines for
subsequent runs. It further attempts to run scheduled jobs together with the same other
periodical jobs to decrease runtime variance due to interference. Morpheus also monitors jobs at runtime and dynamically adjusts resource allocations when resource usage
deviates from expected behavior. A system by the authors of this chapter [58] monitors
the performance of iterative distributed dataflow jobs and dynamically scales resource
allocations in-between iterations. In particular it monitors resource utilization and scales
towards user-defined utilization targets.

7. Job Scheduling
Job scheduling in the context of resource management for general-purpose distributed
dataflow jobs comprises mainly two steps: selecting jobs to run on the cluster from a

queue of submitted jobs as well as assigning specific resources to specific jobs. That is,
job scheduling determines the order of which jobs are executed and places the containers
of a particular job onto particular cluster nodes. Adaptiveness can be introduced to this
task in various ways. For example, knowledge of the resource demands or of the interference between co-located jobs can be used to select jobs with complimentary resource
usage to run together on the cluster and, more fine-grained, on particular nodes. Another
example is based on the observation that containers of jobs that require lots of communication and synchronization between parallel task instances fair better when scheduled
compactly onto as few nodes as possible, whereas containers of jobs that mainly compute
on single records require less communication between task instances and, thus, tend to
run faster when scheduled onto many nodes. At the same time, containers of other jobs
that mainly read and filter large datasets may benefit most from data locality. Knowledge
of the resource demands of a particular job or a workload in general can thus be used for
a more effective job scheduling, leading to a more efficient job execution. In the following we first present work on co-locating jobs with little interference. Subsequently we
discuss Morpheus, which aims to run periodically scheduled batch jobs always together
with the same jobs for increased runtime predictability.
Paragon [59] profiles incoming jobs, matches them to classes of similar jobs with
respect to the impact of heterogeneous hardware and interference, and uses these classifications to assign jobs to specific cluster resources. Similarly to Paragon, Quasar [13]
also uses classifications to determine the effect of resources and interference with other
workloads when scheduling jobs to heterogenous cluster nodes. Quasar however, also
takes users performance requirements into account and selects resources for these performance goals. Quasar further monitors job performance, re-classifies jobs when their
performance deviates from expressed goals, and if necessary adjusts resource allocations
at runtime.
A system by the authors of this chapter [60] learns over time which recurring jobs
exhibit the least interference and achieve the highest resource utilization when running
co-located on the same nodes. We use the Gradient Bandits method for estimating the
distribution of co-location goodness and take for this metric CPU, disk, and network
usage as well as I/O wait into account. In comparison to Paragon and Quasar, our system does not require isolated profiling of jobs, yet aims at improving throughput for
repeatedly scheduled batch jobs. Paragon and Quasar though work with heterogeneous
hardware, while our scheduler currently assumes a homogenous cluster setup.
Morpheus [11] is a system for both automatic resource allocation and job scheduling for recurring distributed dataflow jobs. Morpheus first infers required job completion
times from historical data. It then assumes overprovisioning and determines the maximal used resources over time across all previous runs of a job. This amount of resources
is initially allocated by the system, yet Morpheus also monitors resource utilization at
runtime and adjusts reservations dynamically when the utilization exceeds expected demands. Furthermore, Morpheus attempts to reduce interference and improve runtime predictability by using the fact that periodical jobs can be executed with some flexibility and
scheduling jobs repeatedly with the same recurring jobs.

8. Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented our vision of adaptive resource management for distributed
data analytics. We presented a system architecture consisting of a resource management
system, a distributed file system, and a monitoring system. The monitoring system tracks
for each job runtimes, resource utilization on a container-level, and data access. This
data can then be used to create statistical models for both the entire workload and specific recurring jobs. Such models can then be used to adapt resource management to the
actual workload running on a specific cluster. In particular, three main components can
make resource management decisions based on such models: data placement, resource
allocation, and job scheduling. Reviewing work towards a more adaptive resource management in these three areas, we saw that lots of recent work has focused on performance prediction and resource allocation, less on scheduling data blocks and containers
for distributed data analytics based on statistical models. Additionally, only little work
has been done combining the discussed adaptive resource management components in
a single and uniformed system. We believe as distributed data analytics becomes more
and more important for businesses and research, so that consequently the number of jobs
as well as cluster sizes increase, more adaptive resource management can help utilize
cluster resources efficiently without requiring users to manually fine-tune systems.
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